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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0056916A1] 1. A fuel injection arrangement for an internal combustion engine comprising : an injection chamber (5) which is closed
by a needle subjected to the force of a closure spring and the pressure in a discharge chamber (9) ; a control system (12) having two differential
pistons which are fixed with respect to each other and comprising : - a delivery piston (13) delimiting a metering chamber (14) communicating with
the injection chamber (5) and supplied with fuel at an intermediate feed pressure ; - a control piston (16) which is larger in section than the delivery
piston (13), delimiting a control chamber (17) which can be subjected to a high control pressure by means of a three-way electrically operated
valve system ; and - control means for discharging the discharge chamber (9) when the metered amount of fuel has been subjected to the injection
pressure by the action of the high control pressure on the control piston (16) ; the dimensions of said discharge chamber (9) and the characteristics
of the injector (1) being such that prior to injection the needle (2) remains in the closure position, when the injection chamber (5) is at the injection
pressure obtaining in the metering chamber (14), the high control pressure being applied to the control piston (16) and the discharge chamber (9)
being subjected to the control pressure ; the section (Sd ) of the discharge chamber (9) where the control pressure occurs and the closure spring
(10) of the injector being such that the forces which result therefrom tending to hold the needle in the closure position are greater thant the force
tending to open the needle and resulting from the action of the injection pressure in the metering chamber (14), the arrangement being characterised
in that the control means for discharging the discharge chamber (9) comprise a sliding spool-type distributor (51) which is pilot-controlled by the
high control pressure and by the pressure obtaining in the metering chamber (14) and that the spool of the distributor (51) is subjected on the one
hand to the action of the high control pressure obtaining in a first pilot-control chamber (58) and on the other hand to the action of the pressure
obtaining in a second pilot-control chamber (59), the second chamber communicating with a lower passage (66) opening into the metering chamber
(14) and being capable of being closed by the delivery piston (13) and with an upper passage (67) communicating with the low pressure of the tank
and being capable of being closed by the delivery piston (13), on of the said two passages being opened irrespective of the position of the delivery
piston (13).
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